INTRODUCTION {#h0.0}
============

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a positive-strand RNA virus in the *Hepacivirus* genus of the *Flaviviridiae* family and an important blood-borne pathogen ([@B1], [@B2]). HCV infects an estimated 2% to 3% of the world population, and it is a major cause of hepatitis, cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma ([@B3]). HCV replicates with an error-prone RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) and persists as a diverse quasispecies in infected individuals ([@B4]). The virus also demonstrates remarkable diversity at a global level, with at least seven major genotypes that differ by approximately 30% at the nucleotide level ([@B5], [@B6]).

In contrast to the generally high intrahost diversity of HCV in chronic infection, virus transmission is associated with a significant population genetic bottleneck ([@B7][@B8][@B9]). Previous studies based on single-genome sequencing (SGS) of acute infection plasma viral RNA (vRNA) revealed that HCV generally exhibits early random diversification, thereby allowing for a precise phylogenetic inference and enumeration of transmitted/founder (T/F) virus sequence lineages based on partial genome sequences ([@B9], [@B10]). Extension of this strategy to span the complete genome represents a different strategy for characterization of complete HCV genomes compared with previous studies, which used population sequencing of plasma vRNA to generate a consensus of the circulating quasispecies ([@B11][@B12][@B14]). The T/F strategy is notable for identifying actual genomes that are responsible for transmission and productive clinical infection and that by inference encode all of the essential viral elements necessary and sufficient for productive infection of human liver cells *in vivo*. Moreover, T/F viruses and their progeny represent the initial targets of host immune defenses.

Consensus sequence based approaches to clone representative HCV genomes have been used to generate complete genomes for genotypes 1 to 4. Clones developed using this approach contain intact viral open reading frames (ORFs), and introduction of these clones into chimpanzees led to productive infection ([@B11][@B12][@B14]). There is a relative paucity of full-length genotype 3 and 4 genomes, which are of interest because of their distinct clinical profile (genotype 3) ([@B15]) and their extraordinarily high prevalence in Egypt (genotype 4) ([@B16]). The first complete genotype 3 sequences were reported for genotype 3g, 3h, 3i, and 3k isolates in 2011 ([@B17], [@B18]) and for genotypes 3a and 4a in 2013 ([@B19]). Other consensus-based genotype 3a and 4a genomes lack the terminal 3′ untranslated region (UTR) but have been complemented with 3′ UTR sequences from homologous or heterologous genotypes to successfully generate subgenomic replicons ([@B20], [@B21]) and molecular clones that are infectious in chimpanzees ([@B14]). Despite the success of consensus clones in supporting virus replication *in vivo*, only JFH-1 (and its derivatives) and other highly adapted virus strains ([@B22][@B23][@B24]) replicate efficiently in *in vitro* tissue culture systems.

The precise molecular identification of T/F genomes by SGS is a recently developed strategy for studying the transmission and early immunopathogenesis of RNA virus infections. It was first developed for human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) ([@B25], [@B26]) and validated with simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) ([@B27]). The identification of T/F HIV-1 and SIV genomes has become a central feature of studies aimed at characterizing viral transmission, natural history, immunopathogenesis, and candidate vaccines ([@B28][@B29][@B35]). Such studies revealed that in HIV-1 infection, transmission generally resulted from acquisition of a single virus, that multiplicity of infection varied with clinicoepidemiological infection risk, and that T/F genomes replicated preferentially in CD4 T cells ([@B30], [@B31]). In addition, T/F HIV-1 viruses exhibited distinctive patterns of coreceptor utilization, neutralization sensitivity, potential N-linked glycosylation (PNG) distribution, dendritic cell interaction, envelope content, and sensitivity to type I interferon ([@B28], [@B31], [@B36][@B37][@B40]). HIV-1 and SIV vaccine studies in humans and animal models used T/F analyses to detect sieving of the virus quasispecies at transmission or shortly thereafter and may indicate vaccine-mediated antiviral activity ([@B32], [@B34], [@B35], [@B41]). These findings in HIV-1 infection provide a strong scientific rationale for analysis of T/F genomes of HCV as a means to probe transmission, virus biology, and virus-host interactions relevant to vaccine development.

HCV has distinctive features in its RNA sequence, genome organization, life cycle, replication strategy, and early evolution compared with HIV-1 and SIV that could pose challenges for inferring full-length T/F genomes. This includes a highly ordered secondary RNA structure ([@B42]), 5′ and 3′ termini lacking repeated elements, a 3′ terminus that consists of a poly(U/UC) tract of variable length preceding a highly conserved 98-nucleotide (nt) X-tail ([@B43], [@B44]), a prolonged infected-cell life span associated with the accumulation of as many as 40 replication complexes per cell ([@B45]), nonuniform evolution across the genome ([@B8], [@B46][@B47][@B48]), and reports of selective sweeps, population bottlenecks, shifts in viral lineage predominance, or compartmentalized infection early after infection ([@B4], [@B47], [@B49]). To account for these challenges, we developed two complementary mathematical models to explore early HCV evolution ([@B9]) and an experimental strategy based on SGS ([@B9], [@B25], [@B26]) of acute infection plasma vRNA sequences to amplify large overlapping internal segments of the viral genome, followed by adapter-primed 5′- and 3′-terminal amplifications and a "bridging" SGS method that incorporated a molecular cloning step to span the poly(U/UC) tract. This strategy allowed us to generate 14 full-length molecular clones containing variable-length poly(U/UC) tracts corresponding to 7 distinct T/F genomes representing genotypes 1a, 1b, 3a, and 4a and to perform a comparative analysis of acute-phase, chronic-phase, and T/F HCV genomes.

RESULTS {#h1}
=======

Single-genome sequencing of acute and chronic infection plasma vRNA. {#s1.1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Serially collected plasma specimens from 18 acutely infected plasma donors and 11 chronically infected control subjects were used as sample material for SGS ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). The acute infection samples were seroconversion panels used in the development and validation of clinical diagnostic tests (Zeptometrix, Inc., and SeraCare Life Sciences, Inc.). The individuals who contributed these plasma specimens were qualified for plasma donation and had been screened extensively for findings of risk factors associated with the acquisition of HCV infection. Despite these efforts, they were found in the course of once- or twice-weekly plasma donations to become HCV RNA positive. Viral load, anti-HCV antibody kinetic data, and sample time point selection used for generation of full-length genome sequences and clones in the present study are shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Because plasma samples were deidentified and study subjects had previously denied risk factors for HCV infection, it was not possible to further assess risk behaviors that might have been associated with viral acquisition or monitor subsequent disease progression in these individuals. Chronically infected subjects were from clinical outpatient services at the University of Alabama at Birmingham. All subjects were treatment naive for anti-HCV therapeutics for the duration of the sampling period.

###### 

Viral sequence characteristics in acute and chronic infection

  Infection status   Subject no.   Genotype   Region(s) covered   No. of amplicons   Mean intralineage nucleotide diversity (%)[^a^](#ngtab1.1){ref-type="table-fn"}   No. of T/F genomes[^b^](#ngtab1.2){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------------------ ------------- ---------- ------------------- ------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------
  Acute              10002         1a         5′ half             31                 0.104                                                                             13
                     10012         1a         5′ half             129                0.035                                                                             3
                     10017         1a         5′ half             192                0.037                                                                             4
                     10020         1a         5′ half             64                 0.046                                                                             10
                     10021         1a         5′ UTR              6                  0.000                                                                             1
                                              5′ half             96                 0.027                                                                             
                                              3′ half             27                 0.031                                                                             
                                              Poly(U/UC)          46                 NA[^c^](#ngtab1.3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                           
                                              X-tail              4                  0.000                                                                             
                     10024         1a         5′ half             112                0.025                                                                             6
                     10025         1a         5′ UTR              5                  0.000                                                                             1
                                              5′ half             92                 0.044                                                                             
                                              3′ half             16                 0.042                                                                             
                                              Poly(U/UC)          22                 NA                                                                                
                                              X-tail              5                  0.460                                                                             
                     10029         1a         5′ half             201                0.037                                                                             9
                     10062         1a         5′ half             140                0.025                                                                             3
                     105686        1a         5′ half             23                 0.055                                                                             2
                     106889        1a         5′ half             87                 0.024                                                                             \>30
                     110069        1a         5′ UTR              8                  0.000                                                                             4
                                              5′ half             118                0.021                                                                             
                                              3′ half             22                 0.035                                                                             
                                              Poly(U/UC)          33                 NA                                                                                
                                              X-tail              12                 0.000                                                                             
                     6213          1a         5′ half             41                 0.000                                                                             3
                     6222          1a         5′ half             17                 0.082                                                                             4
                     10051         1b         5′ UTR              10                 0.250                                                                             1
                                              5′ half             124                0.020                                                                             
                                              3′ half             28                 0.042                                                                             
                                              Poly(U/UC)          38                 NA                                                                                
                                              X-tail              11                 0.235                                                                             
                     9055          3a         5′ UTR              8                  0.031                                                                             1
                                              5′ half             157                0.034                                                                             
                                              3′ half             9                  0.020                                                                             
                                              Poly(U/UC)          45                 NA                                                                                
                                              X-tail              4                  0.000                                                                             
                     10003         3a         5′ half             133                0.031                                                                             \>30
                     105431        4a         5′ UTR              40                 0.026                                                                             2
                                              5′ half             59                 0.017                                                                             
                                              3′ half             43                 0.029                                                                             
                                              Poly(U/UC)          69                 NA                                                                                
                                              X-tail              15                 0.000                                                                             
  Chronic            ARJA6267      1a         5′ half             43                 1.249                                                                             NA
                                              Poly(U/UC)          8                  NA                                                                                
                     BLMI6862      1a         5′ half             22                 1.013                                                                             NA
                                              Poly(U/UC)          14                 NA                                                                                
                     JOTO6422      1a         5′ half             21                 1.555                                                                             NA
                                              Poly(U/UC)          9                  NA                                                                                
                     KNPH3730      1a         5′ half             13                 0.929                                                                             NA
                                              Poly(U/UC)          23                 NA                                                                                
                     LAST90001     1a         5′ half             19                 0.730                                                                             NA
                     ROMI6847      1a         5′ half             18                 0.879                                                                             NA
                                              Poly(U/UC)          9                  NA                                                                                
                     SLRO5563      1a         5′ half             29                 1.087                                                                             NA
                                              Poly(U/UC)          13                 NA                                                                                
                     WEPA5774      1a         5′ half             44                 1.708                                                                             NA
                                              Poly(U/UC)          10                 NA                                                                                
                     WHRO3882      1a         5′ half             22                 0.504                                                                             NA
                     WIMI4025      1a         5′ half             36                 1.323                                                                             NA
                                              Poly(U/UC)          16                 NA                                                                                
                     WIMI90003     1a         5′ half             28                 1.013                                                                             NA

Percent divergence scores for all regions except the poly(U/UC) were determined by multiple pairwise alignment analysis using the DIVEIN software suite.

T/F estimates are based on combined quarter- and half-genome analysis.

NA, not applicable.

![Plasma viral RNA and anti-HCV antibody kinetics in acutely infected subjects. Kinetics of viral RNA (red line) and anti-HCV antibody (blue line) are depicted. The red dashed line is the lower limit of sensitivity of the viral RNA assay. S/CO denotes the signal to cutoff ratio. Circled time points are samples that were used to generate full or partial genomes for genetic analysis and molecular clone construction.](mbo0011521890001){#fig1}

SGS was initially performed on 5′ half genomes from acute and chronic infection samples in order to identify and enumerate T/F HCV sequence lineages ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). [Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows a representative maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree and Highlighter plot for 5′-half-genome sequences from subject 105431, revealing two discrete genotype 4a lineages. The inferred T/F genomes of these two lineages differed by 0.35% nucleotides (17/4,906 bases), whereas sequence diversity within each T/F lineage was exceedingly low, with a mean of 0.017% diversity (range, 0.000 to 0.082%). This pattern of extremely limited early viral sequence variation within discrete viral lineages was typical of all acutely infected subjects and adhered to a model of random early diversification that exhibited near star-like phylogeny. These low-diversity sequence lineages coalesced to distinct, unambiguous T/F genomes. In all, we studied 18 subjects with acute HCV infection, including 14 who were productively infected by more than one genetically distinguishable virus. The average interlineage nucleotide diversity among these subjects infected by more than one T/F virus ranged from 0.123 to 6.188%, which is typical of the spectrum of diversity found in chronically infected subjects. [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the strategy utilized to infer full-length T/F genomes from overlapping amplicons consisting of the 5′ UTR, 5′ and 3′ half genome, poly(U/UC) tract, and X-tail fragments. In all cases, diversification in regions of the HCV 5′ UTR and open reading frames (ORFs) conformed to a model of random diversification from discrete genomes. These results for complete viral genomes substantially extend our earlier findings based on quarter-genome analyses of some of these same study subjects ([@B9]). Importantly, additional T/F lineages were not identified as overlapping genome segments were amplified and sequenced using different sets of primers targeting different portions of the viral genome, indicating that primer-dependent selective amplification was not a confounder. In chronically infected subjects, HCV sequences were heterogeneous (range, 0.062% to 3.934% diversity) and did not show evidence of the low-diversity lineages typical of acute infection. An important feature of SGS is that it precludes artifactual *in vitro* recombination between genetically distinct target genomes due to *Taq* polymerase template switching ([@B25], [@B26], [@B28]). This enabled us to look across the viral genomes of subjects infected by more than one T/F virus for evidence of *in vivo* recombination. Among 1,589 sequences and 6,960,866 nucleotides analyzed by Highlighter plot inspection and the GARD ([@B50]) and Recco ([@B51]) recombination identification tools, we failed to identify a single sequence with evidence of recombination.

![Identification of two full-length T/F viral genomes in acutely infected subject 105431. (A) The viral diversity found in subject 105431 is depicted for the 5\'-half-genome fragment by a maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree and Highlighter plot. (B) The HCV genome is depicted with gene organization and major RNA secondary structures at the top followed by the amplification strategy for generating full-length HCV genomes in light yellow. Adaptors added to the 5\' and 3\' termini are depicted in orange. Highlighter plots for each region shown below demonstrate that a high degree of homology is maintained throughout the genomes within the T/F lineages, which are distinguished by large sets of shared polymorphisms.](mbo0011521890002){#fig2}

Genomic organization and phylogenetic analysis of T/F sequences. {#s1.2}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The genome organization of each T/F sequence revealed intact ORFs. [Figure S1](#figS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material depicts a maximum likelihood tree of these sequences, together with representative globally circulating strains corresponding to the major HCV genotypes. The T/F genomes from subjects 10021, 10025, and 110069 were all genotype 1a viruses, whereas that from subject 10051 was a subtype 1b virus. Subject 9055 was infected with a genotype 3a T/F virus and subject 105431 with genotype 4a T/F viruses. The T/F virus from 10051 was most closely related to the consensus clone Con1 from Germany at 92.8% nucleotide identity ([@B52]). The virus from subject 10021 was most closely related to isolate AX663428 from a patient in France with 94.9% identity, while those from subjects 10025 and 110069 were most closely related to isolate HEC278830 sequenced from a British patient with 93.2% and 93.1% identity, respectively ([@B53]). The two genotype 4a T/F viruses from subject 105431 demonstrated close phylogenetic linkage, the next most closely related virus being isolate 01-09 from the United States, with 94.2% nucleotide identity ([@B54]). Genotype 3a T/F 9055 was most closely related to the Japanese isolate TYMM at 91.6% nucleotide identity ([@B55]). These results indicate that the T/F sequences generated were well distributed throughout the phylogeny of HCV and its globally circulating genotypes.

Potential N-linked glycosylation site analysis of T/F versus chronic envelope glycoproteins. {#s1.3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In HIV-1 infection, T/F viruses generally have fewer potential N-linked glycosylation (PNG) sites than viruses sampled in chronic infection ([@B36], [@B38], [@B40]), with N-linked glycans playing a protective role against antibody neutralization ([@B56], [@B57]). In HCV infection, a study in chimeric immunodeficient mice transplanted with human hepatocytes reported a distinctive amino acid signature pattern in envelope (198T, 448D, 474Y, and 570D/A), including one E2 PNG site that was associated with selective HCV transmission ([@B58]). Our data set included T/F HCV envelope sequences from 18 acutely infected humans and a corresponding set from 11 chronically infected patients. [Figure S2](#figS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} depicts the percentage of PNG motifs found throughout the E1 and E2 proteins for 274 chronic and 51 T/F genotype 1a envelope sequences. No significant differences in PNG sites between T/F and chronic HCV genomes were observed, nor were any differences found in the 4 amino acids reported for the chimeric mouse model of HCV transmission.

Hypervariation in the 3′ poly(U/UC) tract. {#s1.4}
------------------------------------------

The HCV 3′ UTR consists of a variable region containing two stem-loops ([@B59]), a poly(U/UC) tract of various lengths, a transitional region with a higher concentration of non-U nucleotides, and the highly conserved 98-nucleotide X-tail ([@B43], [@B44], [@B60]). Reverse transcription, amplification, and sequencing of long homopolymer tracts are technically challenging because of the potential for polymerase slippage ([@B61][@B62][@B64]). In longitudinal acute-phase samples from subjects 10021, 10025, 110069, 10051, 9055, and 105431 and from single samples from chronically infected subjects ARJA6267, BLMI6862, JOTO6422, KNPH3730, ROMI6847, SLRO5563, WEPA5774, and WIMI4025, we observed striking variability in sequence lengths of poly(U/UC) sequences within and among all subjects ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; see [Fig. S3](#figS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). In contrast, there was virtually no length variation in any of 3,652,088 nucleotides corresponding to the remaining \~98% of the genome exclusive of the poly(U/UC) tract. In acutely infected subjects, the viral sequences with the longest poly(U/UC) tracts exhibited the greatest variation in sequence length, and this was concentrated in the homopoly(U) stretches ([Fig. 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; see [Fig. S3B and S3C](#figS3 figS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These sequence sets were characterized by a longer maximum poly(U/UC) tract length (112 to 162 nucleotides), longer maximum homopoly(U) tract lengths (36 to 115 nucleotides), and a smaller average proportion on non-U nucleotides as a percentage of the poly(U/UC) tract (10%). In subjects with shorter poly(U/UC) tracts, the length variability in homopoly(U) stretches was reduced ([Fig. 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; see [Fig. S3A and S3D](#figS3 figS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In these latter sequence sets, the maximum poly(U/UC) tract length was 66 to 95 nucleotides, the maximum homopoly(U) tract length was 23 to 47 nucleotides, and the average proportion of non-U nucleotides interspersed in the poly(U/UC) tract was 13%. In subjects 10021, 10025, 10051, 9055, and 105431, we analyzed multiple early time points to look for progressive loss or gain of homopoly(U) sequences during early infection ([Fig. 3A and B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; see [Fig. S3](#figS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Within each subject, we could identify no such pattern, and similar poly(U/UC) length variation was present at every time point.

![Length variation in the HCV poly(U/UC) tract. Shown are various degrees of length and sequence variation in the poly(U/UC) tract in acute infection subjects 10051 (A) and 10025 (B) and in chronic infection subject BLMI6862 (C). See also [Fig. S3](#figS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and S4 in the supplemental material.](mbo0011521890003){#fig3}

Variation in the length of the poly(U/UC) tract in viral genomes emanating from single T/F genomes could result from slippage of the HCV RdRp *in vivo* or slippage by any of the polymerases used in the amplification and sequencing steps *in vitro*. HCV RdRp is highly processive ([@B65], [@B66]) and tightly grips the template RNA ([@B67], [@B68]). In contrast, the Moloney murine leukemia virus (MMLV) reverse transcriptase (RT) and Thermus aquaticus (*Taq*) polymerase enzymes used to generate and amplify cDNA from vRNA are prone to slippage and template switching ([@B69][@B70][@B72]), likely due to inherent structure-function relationships of the enzymes ([@B73][@B74][@B77]). Additionally, both MMLV and *Taq* enzymes are particularly error prone in homopolymer tracts ([@B61], [@B74], [@B78], [@B79]). To evaluate potential sources of the variability that we observed in poly(U/UC) sequences, we analyzed each step in the analysis of vRNA sequences individually. We found that the Escherichia coli enzymes involved in plasmid replication during subcloning did not introduce frequent variation in the poly(U/UC) tract: the vast majority (96.6%) of bacterial colonies that had been transformed with a plasmid containing a known homopoly(U) tract nucleotides yielded the exact same plasmid after culture (see [Fig. S5A](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). Amplification by *Taq* polymerase potentially contributed more to the observed variation in poly(U/UC) sequences than did the E. coli DNA polymerase but had a minor overall effect on the median length of poly(U/UC) tracts: amplification of a molecularly cloned DNA construct with a known homopoly(U) sequence followed by plasmid subcloning and sequencing yielded a median length that was 99.4% of the expected length, but 83.3% of the poly(U/UC) tract sequences contained additions, deletions, or substitutions (see [Fig. S5B](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To evaluate the impact of the MMLV RT infidelity on the length and sequence variation observed in the poly(U/UC) tract, we chemically synthesized homologous 40-nucleotide RNA oligomers that differed only by the substitution of two cytidine residues within the 40-nucleotide homopoly(U) tract (see [Fig. S5C](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} to S5F). This was done to test directly MMLV polymerase slippage and the hypothesis that non-U nucleotides within a homopoly(U) tract would diminish its frequency. The two RNA templates were subjected to reverse transcription, subcloning, and SGS. Among colonies derived from the 40-nucleotide homopoly(U) RNA template, we observed wide variation in the length of the amplified homopoly(U) sequences that resulted in a trend toward truncation of the homopoly(U) tract. A total of 96.9% of the sequences contained differences from the input RNA template, and the median tract length was 80% of the expected length (see [Fig. S5C](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Conversely, there was less variation in the median length of the homopoly(U) tract in products sequenced from the RNA template that contained two cytidine residues (see [Fig. S5D](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The median length of the homopoly(U) tracts was 97.5% of the expected length. The difference in sequence lengths generated from the two otherwise identical homopoly(U) RNA templates was highly significant (*P* \< 0.0001). Altogether, these findings indicate that the MMLV RT step is most error prone with regard to processivity and template slippage, slippage most often results in shortening of sequences, and RT slippage is potentially the primary contributor to the length variation that we observed in the poly(U/UC) region. However, these findings also highlighted other changes in the poly(U/UC) tract that could not be attributed to RT slippage and that were most notable in chronic HCV sequences ([Fig. 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; see [Fig. S4](#figS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). This included the interspersion of numerous C and G substitutions in the homopoly(U) region and variation in the transitional region. In order to quantify and compare this variation in sequences from acute- and chronic-phase subjects, we subjected a 45-nucleotide region of the poly(UC) tract region immediately 5′ of the X-tail to Needleman-Wunsch pairwise analysis. We compared variation in this region to that in the highly conserved CD81 binding domain I (BDI) ([@B80]) and hypervariable region 1 (HVR1) of the envelope gene E2 ([@B81]) ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; see [Table S2](#tabS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). Acute infection sequences did not differ significantly in diversity among the poly(U/UC), HVR1, and CD81 BDI regions in this analysis, consistent with the recent evolution of these sequences from discrete T/F genomes. However, among chronic infection sequences, the HVR1 (77.2 to 95.1% similarity score) and poly(UC) (66.6 to 90.7% similarity score) sequences exhibited significantly greater diversity than CD81 BDI sequences (95.5 to 100% similarity score; *P* \< 0.001 for each comparison). Surprisingly, sequences of chronic infection poly(UC) exhibited even greater mean diversity (66.6 to 90.7% similarity score) than sequences of chronic infection HVR1 (77.2 to 95.1% similarity score, *P* \< 0.001), a region that has been previously described as harboring the highest within-host variation ([@B82]).

![Nucleotide sequence similarity scores of the poly(UC) tract, Env E2 hypervariable region and CD81 binding domain I in acute and chronic infection. The *y* axis denotes the mean percent similarity score from Needleman-Wunsch pairwise analysis of genomic regions corresponding to the CD81 binding domain I (AF009606 positions 1491 to 1530), the E2 hypervariable region (AF009606 positions 1575 to 1614), and a 45-nucleotide portion of the poly(U/UC) tract immediately 5\' of the X-tail (AF009606 positions 9504 to 9548). Means and standard deviations are indicated (\*\*\*, *P* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, *P* \< 0.0001).](mbo0011521890004){#fig4}

Analysis of 3′ UTR sequence motifs. {#s1.5}
-----------------------------------

For detailed analysis of the 3′ UTR, we aligned this region from the 7 full-length T/F genomes we inferred along with representative HCV sequences from the Los Alamos HCV database ([Fig. 5)](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The variable region immediately 5′ of the poly(U/UC) tract showed sequence patterns shared within genotypes but not between genotypes. This region is predicted to form two stem-loop structures that play a role in the viral life cycle ([@B59], [@B83]). Small insertions and deletions in this region are well tolerated *in vitro* and *in vivo*, but large deletions have a significant impact on optimal RNA replication ([@B59], [@B83], [@B84]). Interestingly, and consistent with previous reports, genotype 3a sequences had an abbreviated variable region approximately 50% shorter than that of genotypes 1a, 1b, 2a, and 4a. Nevertheless, a short island of conservation constituting the predicted 3′ miR-122 binding motif "ACACUCC" ([@B85]) is preserved immediately 5′ of the gap in the 3a genomes. The homopoly(U) tracts of the genotype 4a viruses sequenced in this study were shorter than those for the other genotypes studied. The length of the homopoly(U) and poly(U/UC) are known to have an important impact on viral replication *in vitro*. Minimal lengths of \>16 nt ([@B86]) for the homopoly(U) and approximately \>40 nt for the poly(U/UC) ([@B59], [@B83]) have been reported *in vitro.* The length of the poly(U/UC) tract is also known to play a critical role in permitting robust viral replication *in vivo*, with the longer poly(U/UC) structures generally favored over shorter structures ([@B11]). The X-tails of T/F viruses were highly conserved within and between genotypes, with the exception of a short polymorphic region spanning nt 9620 to 9623 that is predicted to be located at the tip of the X-tail stem-loop 1 ([@B43]) and would not be expected to alter the RNA folding structure of these regions ([@B87]). These data indicate that the variable region sequences 5′ of the poly(U/UC) tract of genotype 1, 3, and 4 genomes are conserved within, but not between, genotypes, while the X-tail is highly conserved and the poly(U/UC) tract is always highly variable.

![T/F genotypes 1a, 1b, 3a, and 4a 3\' UTR sequences compared with representative HCV reference sequences. The numbering on the top corresponds to the H77 AF009606 genome. Asterisks indicate positions with nucleotide identity. Dashes indicate deletions. The 5\' codon represents the stop codon at the end of the NS5B gene. T/F genomes generated in this study are indicated in red.](mbo0011521890005){#fig5}

Construction and analysis of T/F molecular clones. {#s1.6}
--------------------------------------------------

Excluding the poly(U/UC) region, the sequences of seven T/F genomes corresponding to genotypes 1a, 1b, 3a, and 4a from six subjects could be inferred unambiguously. These sequences were chemically synthesized and subcloned into plasmids together with poly(U/UC) sequences representing the spectrum of variation evident in the sequences from multiple early time points (see [Fig. S6](#figS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). Plasmids contained a 5′ T7 promoter and 3′ linearization restriction site to facilitate *in vitro* transcription. Plasmids containing HCV genomic clones were grown large scale, and sequence was confirmed. T/F molecular clones were used to generate vRNA for studies of innate immune signaling, with findings reported in the accompanying article ([@B88]) and elsewhere ([@B89]). vRNAs expressed from these clones were also tested for translation and replication competence by electroporation into Huh 7.5 cells stably expressing an HCV replication-dependent fluorescence relocalization reporter ([@B90]). Expression of functional HCV NS3/4A protein in these cells results in the nuclear localization of otherwise mitochondrially tethered red fluorescent protein (RFP). Viral protein expression was assessed 48 h after electroporation by monitoring the translocation of the RFP and by flow cytometry for NS5A protein expression. [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows that electroporation of Huh 7.5 cells with vRNA from the replication-competent molecular clone JFH-1 yielded significant numbers of cells positive for NS5A (*P* \< 0.0001) and NS3/4A (*P* \< 0.01) expression compared with cells treated with the HCV polymerase inhibitor 2′CMA ([@B91]) or with mock-infected cells. In contrast, Huh 7.5 cells electroporated with T/F vRNA corresponding to HCV genotype 1a, 3a, or 4a showed no evidence of virus replication. Additional attempts at launching other T/F molecular clones (see [Fig. S6](#figS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) in Huh 7.5 cells under various conditions yielded similarly negative results. Moreover, efforts to launch these clones in primary fetal hepatoblasts ([@B92]) and stem-cell-derived differentiated hepatocyte-like cells ([@B93]) were largely unsuccessful; low levels of NS3/4A activity were observed particularly for T/F clone 10051TF.UC1, but successful passage of virus was not achieved (unpublished observations). These data suggest that similar to other unadapted HCV clones ([@B14], [@B23]), T/F molecular clones cannot replicate efficiently in the existing cell culture systems, and additional cellular factors or viral adaptations will be necessary to achieve robust *in vitro* replication.

![Comparative launch of T/F and JFH-1 vRNA in Huh 7.5 cells. Huh 7.5 cells were electroporated with *in vitro*-transcribed RNA from pJFH-1 and T/F molecular clones 110069TF1.UC1, 9055.UC1, and 105431TF2.UC1. NS5A expression, determined by flow cytometry, is represented in white and light gray bars. NS3/4A activity, determined by translocation of the MAVS-NLS-RFP signal, is presented in the dark gray bars. Error bars represent the standard deviation (\*\*, *P* \< 0.01; \*\*\*\*, *P* \< 0.0001).](mbo0011521890006){#fig6}

DISCUSSION {#h2}
==========

Previously, we described a conceptual and mathematical model of early HCV sequence diversification that allowed for unambiguous identification of T/F genomes based on an analysis of quarter- or half-genome sequences ([@B9]). This work in HCV was adapted from earlier studies in HIV-1 that included both partial and full-length genome analyses as well as an empirical validation of this experimental strategy in the SIV-infected Indian rhesus macaque model ([@B25][@B26][@B28], [@B94], [@B95]). Because of differences in the primary and secondary RNA sequences, genome organizations, life cycles, kinetics of target cell turnover, sequence evolutions, and immunopathogeneses of HCV versus HIV-1 infection, it was not obvious *a priori* whether HCV diversification across the complete genome would exhibit essentially random diversification early in infection, which is a prerequisite for inferring T/F genomes. Indeed, some models suggested that violations to the Poisson distribution of near-random mutations might be more common in HCV than in HIV-1 ([@B9]) due to differences in viral replication strategies or that viral recombination ([@B96][@B97][@B98]), compartmentalized infection ([@B4], [@B99], [@B100]), early selective sweeps ([@B8], [@B49]), population bottlenecking or shifts in predominant virus populations ([@B47], [@B49]), and nonuniform evolution across the genome ([@B8], [@B46][@B47][@B48]) might all obscure virus lineages evolving from discrete T/F genomes. In this study, we found that none of these potential complexities obscured a precise and unambiguous inference of T/F genomes. Only polymerase slippage, presumably due primarily to reverse transcriptase infidelity in the cDNA synthesis step, complicated the identification of T/F genomes. We thus were able to infer full-length T/F genome sequences corresponding to all structural genes and 5′ and 3′ regulatory sequences exclusive of the poly(U/UC) tract from six subjects shortly after the first appearance of plasma viremia ([Fig. 1 and 2)](#fig1 fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The rapid exponential rise in plasma virus load and comparable increase in numbers of productively infected hepatocytes and viral replication complexes likely explain the essentially random diversification that we observed throughout the viral genome. In a separate study where we characterized T/F HCV genomes in human-to-human and human-to-chimpanzee linked transmission pairs, we confirmed that T/F genomes inferred from early viral sequence coalesced to actual transmitted viral genomes found in the donor subjects (M. B. Stoddard, G. M. Shaw, and H. Li, unpublished data).

While it was not the original focus of our study, we had a unique opportunity to look with great sensitivity and specificity for viral recombination in subjects acutely infected by more than one genetically distinct virus. The SGS strategy for generating long amplicons and sequences (5 to 9 kb) is particularly useful in this regard because it is based on *Taq* polymerase amplification of endpoint-diluted, single cDNA molecules, which obviates the appearance of *Taq* polymerase-mediated recombination events in finished sequences ([@B25], [@B26], [@B28]). Based on this powerful technique and an examination of 1,589 partial or full-length sequences from 14 subjects infected with multiple genetically distinct T/F viruses, we failed to identify even one recombinant sequence. This stands in contrast to acute infection by genetically distinct genomes of HIV-1, where most of the circulating HIV-1 sequences are recombinants by 6 weeks of infection ([@B26], [@B30], [@B31]). This suggests that while HCV recombination is a theoretical concern ([@B98], [@B101]), it is exceedingly uncommon in the setting of acute and early infection. Altogether, the data reported here and previously ([@B9], [@B10]) reach the important conclusion that in most cases of acute HCV infection, discrete T/F viral genomes can be unambiguously identified and their early evolution mapped precisely. This permits the identification of viral genes and expressed proteins that are well suited for transmission and early replication. This in turn allows for comprehensive proteome-wide mapping of selective changes on the evolving viral quasispecies resulting from innate or adaptive immune pressures or drug therapy, and it enables a genetic analysis of virus sieving that could result from prior vaccination with candidate immunogens ([@B102]). It further allows for an analysis of viral superinfection in the setting of preexisting immunity to HCV.

Variation in T/F E1 and E2 envelope glycoproteins has been hypothesized to contribute to selective transmission of HCV viruses and the observed population bottleneck ([@B58]). Both E1 and E2 are heavily glycosylated, and these glycans are critically important for appropriate protein folding ([@B103]) and receptor engagement ([@B104]). This glycosylation is highly conserved among published HCV sequences ([@B105]) and plays a role in determining viral neutralization sensitivity ([@B106]). Brown and colleagues recently reported an envelope signature pattern associated with HCV transmission in human hepatocyte engrafted immunocompromised mice. This motif consisted of 4 amino acid changes (198T, 448 D, 474Y, and 570D/A), including an ablated PNG site at position 448 that distinguished transmitted viruses from the vast majority of viruses in the inoculum. This mutation further altered the entry phenotype of HCV pseudoparticles, consistent with the notion the altered PNG profile contributed to selective virus transmission ([@B58]). Our findings comparing 51 HCV T/F genome sequences and their evolved progeny with chronic HCV sequences of the same genotype (1a) failed to confirm this signature of HCV transmission fitness in acutely infected humans (see [Fig. S2](#figS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material).

Another region of the HCV genome that represents a target of the immune response is the poly(U/UC) tract of the 3′ UTR. The 3′ UTR is of importance because it plays a critical role in the viral life cycle ([@B59], [@B83], [@B86]) and is the principal pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP) that stimulates the retinoic acid-inducible gene 1 (RIG-I)-dependent innate response to HCV RNA ([@B107], [@B108]). The HCV poly(U/UC) tract and X-tail are notably difficult to amplify and sequence, as reported in the original descriptions of the HCV 3′ UTR ([@B11], [@B43]). This continues to be a challenge for generating full-length HCV sequences. In this study, we found notable length variation in the poly(U/UC) tract even in the setting of acute infection. We thus examined the likely causes of this length variation. HCV RdRp is highly processive ([@B65], [@B66]), and thus it seemed likely that one of the steps in the *in vitro* synthesis or amplification of HCV cDNA was a more likely cause of poly(U) length variability observed. Not unexpectedly, we found that the MMLV RT was the principal source of poly(U) length variation (see [Fig. S5C and S5D](#figS5 figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). Retroviral RTs exhibit an "open" configuration that loosely wraps around the RNA/DNA hybrid permitting homologous recombination, an essential property of the viral life cycle ([@B62], [@B76], [@B109]). Template switching and slippage due to the RT have been well documented in homopolymer tracts ([@B61], [@B78], [@B79]). *Taq* polymerase also exhibits a relatively "open" configuration ([@B73]), allowing for slippage on homopolymer tracks, which we showed contributes part of the length variation that we observed. Interestingly, we found that introduction of as few as two tandem cytosine residues in a homopoly(U) tract 40 nt in length could substantially anchor the RT and *Taq* polymerases and limit polymerase slippage. In turn, this likely accounts for the fidelity that we observed in poly(UC) sequences adjacent to homopoly(U) sequences. Given these findings ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; see [Fig. S3](#figS3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}[to](#figS4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}[S5](#figS5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material), we concluded that the longer poly(U/UC) tracts that we observed were more likely to be reflective of T/F sequences *in vivo* than were shorter poly(U/UC) tracts.

For HIV-1, in addition to anchoring viral immunopathogenesis and vaccine studies to unambiguous T/F proteomes, the identification of T/F HIV-1 genomes has been an enabling strategy for elucidating unique biological properties of those viruses responsible for transmission and productive clinical infection. For HCV, we hypothesized that the same could be true. We thus attempted to launch the replication of T/F HCV genomes in the Huh 7.5 cells, which support the replication of JFH-1 and its derivatives but not other primary virus strains. We reasoned that T/F genomes, which reached high viral titers in humans *in vivo* within weeks of infection ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), might be better suited for replication in Huh 7.5 cells, which have defective RIG-I- and Toll-like receptor 3 (TLR3)-mediated cell-intrinsic innate signaling pathways ([@B110], [@B111]), than were consensus clones derived from plasma of chronic infection HCV patients. Unfortunately, this was not the case. While JFH-1 exhibited robust replication in Huh 7.5 cells ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), T/F genomes did not. We obtained similar results with primary human fetal hepatoblasts and human embryo-derived differentiated liver cells: both supported replication of JFH-1 but not that of T/F genomes (unpublished data). This observation is consistent with previous reports for unadapted genomes from various genotypes ([@B14], [@B23], [@B112]) and suggests that the development of cell culture systems that more closely reflect the liver microenvironment or cell culture adaptation of T/F molecular clones may be required for their *in vitro* propagation ([@B113], [@B114]). In the meantime, the experimental strategy outlined here can be used to study the immunopathogenesis of HCV and structure-function properties of T/F HCV genes and their encoded proteins. Importantly, the approaches described in this study to characterize virus transmission can be extended to other RNA viruses of medical importance, including West Nile, chikungunya, dengue, Venezuelan encephalitis, and Ebola viruses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#h3}
=====================

Samples. {#s3.1}
--------

All samples were obtained with informed consent and according to the Declaration of Helsinki. Acute-phase samples were obtained from regular source plasma donors via Zeptometrix, Inc., and SeraCare Life Sciences, Inc., while samples from chronically HCV-infected subjects were obtained from the University of Alabama at Birmingham Center for AIDS Research Network of Integrated Clinical Systems. vRNA load was determined by isolation of total nucleic acid using the COBAS AmpliPrep TNAI kit and COBAS TaqMan HCV test v2.0 (Roche Diagnostics). Samples obtained from Zeptometrix were also tested for anti-HCV antibody using the Murex Anti-HCV assay (Abbott Diagnostic Division). SeraCare samples were tested for anti-HCV antibodies with the HCV Ortho ELISA v3.0 assay (Ortho-Clinical Diagnsotics).

Single-genome sequencing, alignment, and phylogenetic analysis of complete HCV genomes. {#s3.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Complete HCV genomes were amplified, sequenced, and analyzed as previously described ([@B9]) with additional modifications to permit study of the complete genomes as described in the Materials and Methods in [Text S1](#textS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material.

Potential N-linked glycosylation site analysis. {#s3.3}
-----------------------------------------------

The E1 and E2 regions of HCV from the full panel of chronic and T/F sequences were subjected to PNG analysis using the N-GlycoSite online tool (<http://hcv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/GLYCOSITE/glycosite.html>) with the AF009606 H77 sequence as a reference ([@B5]). The frequency of glycosylation for each site was calculated for each subject, and the difference between acute- and chronic-phase frequencies was assessed by multiple Mann-Whitney tests and the Bonferroni method to account for multiple comparisons. (*P* values of \<0.0026 were considered significant.)

Poly(UC) tract similarity scoring analysis. {#s3.4}
-------------------------------------------

Similarity scores for the poly(UC) or transitional region immediately 5′ of the conserved X-tail "GGTGG" motif (corresponding to positions 9504 to 9548 for AF009606) were generated using the EMBOSS Needleman-Wunsch pairwise sequence alignment tool (<http://variome.bic.nus.edu.sg/cgi-bin/emboss/needleall/>) with the DNAfull cost matrix. Polymerase-associated truncations due to polymerase slippage were described in this study as heavily concentrated in HCV homopoly(U) sequences, and apparent homopoly(U) tract deletions were excluded from similarity score analyses. The HVR1 and CD81BD regions corresponding to AF009606 positions 1491 to 1530 and 1575 to 1614, respectively, were analyzed using the same process. Percent similarity scores were natural log transformed. Differences in variation in either acute or chronic data sets were investigated using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Differences in variation within the CD81 BDI, HVR1, and poly(UC) region between acute and chronic infection data sets were analyzed using independent *t* test comparisons. The Bonferroni method was used to account for multiple comparisons. (*P* values of \<0.0083 were considered significant.) In cases where homopoly(U) or poly(U/UC) tract lengths are compared based on percent scores, natural log transformation followed by two-tailed unpaired *t* tests was used for statistical analysis.

Molecular clone construction and RNA transcription. {#s3.5}
---------------------------------------------------

Fourteen molecular clones corresponding to seven separate transmitted founder viruses were chemically synthesized (Blue Heron Biotech) in four or five sequential fragments with a 5′ T7 promoter, a 3′ *in vitro* transcription runoff site, and terminal 5′ and 3′ restriction sites to facilitate cloning into the pBR322 or pCR-XL-TOPO vectors (see [Fig. S6](#figS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental material). Plasmid DNA stock was grown in MAX Efficiency Stbl2 cells (Life Technologies), and DNA was purified with the Purelink Maxiprep (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer's specifications. Plasmids were linearized using the restriction enzymes described in [Fig. S6](#figS6){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (New England Biolabs) and phenol-chloroform purified. vRNA was transcribed using the T7 RiboMAX Express large-scale RNA production system (Promega) and purified using the RNeasy minikit (Qiagen). RNA quality was assessed by agarose gel electrophoresis and quantified with the Qubit assay kit (Life Technologies).

Cell culture, electroporation, and analysis for HCV protein expression. {#s3.6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Cells were grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) (Life Technologies) containing 10% fetal bovine serum, 10 mM HEPES buffer (Life Technologies), 200 mM GlutaMAX I (Life Technologies), and 100 U/ml penicillin-streptomycin solution (Life Technologies). Five micrograms of vRNA was electroporated into 3 million Huh 7.5 cells using an ECM 830 electroporator (Harvard Apparatus), BTX 0.2-cm cuvettes (Harvard Apparatus), and BTXpress Electro solution (Harvard Apparatus). The instrument settings were 820 V, s pulse length of 99 µs, 5 pulses, and an interval of 1.1 s. The mitochondrial antiviral signaling (MAVS)-based NS3/4A reporter system was visualized on a DMRE fluorescence microscope (Leica Microscopy). Cells were prepared for flow cytometry 48 h to 7 days after electroporation. Briefly, cells were trypsinized and fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde for 20 min at room temperature and then washed and permeabilized with 0.1% saponin--phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Cells were incubated for 1 h with the anti-NS5A IgG2a antibody 9E10 at a 1:2,000 concentration in 3% FBS--0.1% saponin--PBS, washed, and stained with goat anti-mouse allophycocyanin (APC)-conjugated secondary antibody (Life Technologies) for 1 h. Flow cytometry was performed using a FACSAria II (BD Biosciences) instrument, and the results were analyzed using FlowJo 10 (Tree Star, Inc.). Results were statistically assessed using one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni multiple comparison tests.

Statistical analysis. {#s3.7}
---------------------

Statistics were performed using the SPSS software suite (IBM Corporation) and Prism 5.0d (GraphPad Software). For specific methods, see the respective methods described above.

Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. {#s3.8}
--------------------------------------

The GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ accession numbers for the full nucleotide sequences of the transmitted/founder viruses are as follows: subject 10021, [KM043272](KM043272) to [KM043273](KM043273); subject 10025, [KM043272](KM043272) to [KM043273](KM043273); subject 10025, [KM043274](KM043274) to [KM043277](KM043277); subject 110069, [KM043278](KM043278) to [KM043279](KM043279); subject 9055, [KM043280](KM043280) to [KM43281](KM43281); subject 105431, [KM043282](KM043282) to [KM043284](KM043284); subject 10051, [KM043285](KM043285); and additional acute and chronic infection sequences, KP666311-KP668776.
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T/F genomes are representative of three of the major HCV genotypes found globally. The maximum likelihood nucleotide tree is based on the full ORFs with T/F genomes identified in this study highlighted in red. GenBank accession numbers are shown with the names of the strains or clones shown in parentheses. Bootstrap values are included for bootstraps \>70% to the left of their respective nodes. The bar represents 0.1% variation at a nucleotide level. Download
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Potential N-linked glycan sites are highly conserved between acute T/F lineage sequences and chronic infection sequences. The amino acid (AA) position is based on the H77 AF009606 reference sequence and is indicated on the *x* axis. The error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Download
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Poly(U/UC) tract sequence variation in acute infection subjects. Shown are poly(U/UC) tract sequences for acute infection subjects 10021 (A), 110069 (B), 9055 (C), and 105431 (D). Serial samples are color coded with the corresponding viral kinetics presented on the left. Download
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Poly(U/UC) tract sequence variation from chronic infection subjects. Shown are poly(U/UC) tract sequences for chronic infection subjects SLRO5563 (A), WEPA5774 (B), WIMI4025 (C), ARJA6267 (D), JOTO6422 (E), KNPH3730 (F), and ROMI6847 (G). Download
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Contributions of E. coli, *Taq* polymerase, and MMLV reverse transcriptase to poly(U/UC) tract variation. (A) DNA from a molecular clone containing a 41-nucleotide homopoly(U) tract (input) was used to transform E. coli. A total of 60 colonies were sequenced revealing rare deletions and no nucleotide substitutions. (B) Plasmid DNA containing an 87-nucleotide homopoly(U) tract was endpoint diluted and subjected to 45 PCR cycles of amplification, cloned into a plasmid, and transfected into E. coli, and 36 colonies were analyzed, revealing contributions of *Taq* polymerase slippage to poly(U/UC) length variation. (C) Reverse transcription, single-genome amplification, and subcloning were performed on input synthetic RNA molecules containing a 40-nucleotide homopoly(U) tract, revealing substantial poly(U/UC) length variation---more so than in panel A, B, or D. (D) Reverse transcription, single-genome amplification, and subcloning were performed on input synthetic RNA molecules containing a 30-nucleotide homopoly(U) tract. (E) Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) demonstrates that the synthetic RNAs used as the input in panel C are homogeneous in length with the expected molecular weight for RNA oligonucleotide UC1 (predicted, 25,019.4; observed, 25,019.3). (F) The synthetic RNA used as the input in panel D is similarly homogeneous in length and with the expected molecular weight for UC2 (predicted, 25,017.4; observed, 25,017.5). Download
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Full-length T/F HCV molecular clones. (A to G) All clones include a 5\' T7 transcription site and 3\' linearization site for use in generating viral RNA *in vitro*. Restriction sites used to concatenate the full genomes are labeled in green, and the restriction sites used to introduce the genomes into the vectors are labeled in red. In cases where the terminal restriction site and the RNA runoff sites are different, the runoff site is labeled in blue. (F) The distinctive poly(U/UC) tracts for each molecular clone are listed with the corresponding accession number and clone designation given in parentheses. Download
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Sample origin and characteristics of single-genome amplification fragments used for analyses. (*a*) ZM-SP, Zeptometrix seroconversion panel. (*b*) SC-SP, SeraCare seroconversion panel. (*c*) UAB-C, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Center for AIDS Research Network of Integrated Clinical Systems. (*d*) T/F estimates are based on combined quarter- and half-genome analysis. (*e*) Percent divergence scores for all regions, except the poly(U/UC) tracts, were determined by DIVEIN multiple pairwise alignment analysis. Needleman-Wunsch pairwise dynamic programming was used for poly(U/UC) comparisons, and the results are presented in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and in [Table S2](#tabS2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. (*f*) NA, not applicable.
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Poly(UC) tract hypervariation as revealed by Needleman-Wunsch pairwise analysis. Needleman-Wunsch similarity scores are presented as a percentage of the maximum possible score. (*a*) The short poly(U/UC) fragment denotes the first 45 nucleotides immediately 5' of the X-tail. (*b*) The long poly(U/UC) fragment denotes the first 60 nucleotides immediately 5' of the X-tail. (*c*) In the case of subjects 105431 and ARJA6267, the poly(U/UC) tract was not sufficiently long for a 60- or 65-nt analysis. NA, not applicable.
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Oligonucleotide primers used to amplify and sequence viral genome fragments. Primers used to generate cDNA, amplify genome fragments, and sequence partial or complete genomes are listed with the corresponding AF009606 location where applicable.
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